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Why are we here?

Have you ever just stopped and thought for a while

As to why today we may be alive

And call this planet named Earth our home

When there are other planets on which we could roam

Even before the dinosaurs a different species could have lived

on this soil

Who created us so that all day and night we could toil

To look after the planet called Earth

Which may be close to their heart

Or maybe we are here as gods will

Along with every animal and hill

To look after their creation so grand

It is all in our hand

Have you ever just stopped and thought for a while

As to why today we may be alive

Recently a teacher asked me a question that made me stop

and think. Why do we the human race occupy the Earth?

What is our purpose? Nearly every single person will come

across this question once in their life time and their

answer will vary according to what they believe.

Are we here as some other worldly beings master

plan? Or were we created to look after the planet

Earth?

There are numerous ways that someone could

approach this question. Some people will think sci-

entifically and logically while others might think

spiritually. I asked my younger sister why she

thinks we are here on Earth and her response was

simply “that is how it has always been.” This in fact

is very true. Since the beginning of the human civil-

isation we have all called Earth our home. But what

is the purpose of us being on Earth? This is a mil-

lion dollar question but even if millions of dollars

were invested in finding the answer we will never

really know why.

Never the less I wanted to know what other people

thought about this question, so I asked my dad and

he gave me a very thought-provoking answer. He

told me about beautiful Gaia, the Greek Goddess

for Earth. Being so beautiful and alive – our mother

Earth is a Goddess indeed. Our duty as humans is

to look after the Earth as a goddess and each

other. We are here to help our environment and

each other thrive. 

I then asked one of my close friends and she told

me that she thinks we are here as some other

worldly beings master plan. Her theory was that

when the Earth was first created, it was inhabited

with a species that was ten times smarter than us. One

day another planet was discovered that would accom-

modate their needs better so they decided that they

would leave this planet and occupy that planet. Never

the less they felt as though they could not leave the

Earth unguarded so they created us the human

species to look after it. Although this idea is very hard

to believe, it is possible that extra-terrestrials once

used to live on Earth. Then she told me that lately

there have been multiple UFO sightings around the

world. Why would that be? Were the first inhabitants

checking up on their beloved planet Earth to make

sure that we were looking after it properly? This was

hard for me to believe but we will never know the truth

and this could have been a possibility. 

Some say the Earth itself has created us and all living

beings, to look after the Earth. There is a hidden dan-

ger associated with this idea. If living beings fail to look

after the Earth or an intelligent race as Humans try to

destroy it, the Earth will not hesitate to get rid of us

quickly.

No doubt that many of you have various reasons for

why we are here on Earth or what our purpose is.

Never the less we are grateful that we found some-

where as resourceful and beautiful as Earth to call

home. We inherited this wonderful home from our

ancestors only to live well and pass it to our future

generations – the future inhabitants. The Earth is our

life. It is the air we inhale, pure sweet water which we

drink, enriched soil which we cultivate our food, trees

and greeneries which purify the air & soil. We and all

other living beings who share these inheri-

tance of our mother Earth have right to

live in this beautiful plant freely and happi-

ly. I believe we are here because our

ancestors treated Earth as a goddess,

with lot of love, care and devotion. Our

purpose is to ensure that future inhabi-

tants inherit this beautiful home – mother

Earth in the same condition as we inherit-

ed from our ancestors.
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